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HOW IT ALL BEGAN
By Sister Rebecca Miles, SCN

Through the years, the Sisters of Charity
of Nazareth Kentucky (SCN) have always
worked to break the cycle of poverty and
violence. In the belief, that “education” is a
key to breaking the cycle of poverty and violence, the goal of Doors to Hope is to provide education to the people of the south
central area of Louisville and is working
in collaboration with Holy Name Catholic
Church.
On June 28, 2012 the Sisters of Charity of
Nazareth, Inc. approved and confirmed the
beginning of this new ministry. Sister Rebecca Miles was appointed by SCN, Inc. as
the Director. The focus of the educational
programs began with GED (General Educational Diploma), ESL (English as a Second
Language), after school tutoring, and a
women’s group.
On a cold winter day our first student
came to the door attempting to communicate that she came to learn English. Now

our door opens to seventy students who
come for ESL, GED, after school tutoring
and a women’s group. From the first six
SCN volunteer tutors there are now 45 active tutors. While the parents attend ESL
or GED class the children work with an individual tutor on their homework and in
improving their reading, writing and arithmetic.
Recently, I was asked, “What are your
outcomes?” Being a new organization, outcome numbers and charts are not yet devised. However, a number of our first ESL
students, who could not communicate in
English are now able to carry on a conversation in English. Children who could not
read at their grade level are now receiving
A’s and B’s on their report card.
This winter, a middle school student
named Maria (names are changed to protect the privacy of our students) began
coming to our after school program while
her mother was taking a class at Doors To

Hope. Maria routinely brought her homework with her and a volunteer tutor assisted her in completing her homework. Her
mother reported that her grades in Math
changed from a U (a failing grade) to an A
while she was receiving homework help
from Doors to Hope.
Last year at Doors to Hope a high school
junior named Jonas began volunteering.
His mother and father attended ESL classes, while he and his sibling volunteered
as tutors. Another Doors to Hope volunteer, who is a retired high school teacher,
took an interest in Jonas and discussed his
college readiness with him. After learning
of his low ACT score, she offered to tutor
him for his ACT test. After about 3 months
of weekly tutoring Jonas’s ACT score increased from a composite 14 to 19.
What a difference these volunteers
helped to make in the lives of these students! The beginning of many more triumphs by students and volunteers.
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We Will Remember……………

“That in a world so full and busy
The loss of one creature
Makes a void in any heart
So wide and deep that nothing
but the width and depth
Of eternity can fill it up”
Charles Dickens

Doors To Hope
Mission Statement
• Opens learning opportunities
• Encourage community involvement and
• Engages in advocacy for women
and immigrant families

Staff
Sister Rebecca Miles - Director
Lorena Miller - Program Coordinator
Analia Toros - Program Services Assistant

Advisory Committee
Julie Driscoll, SCN, Chair • Amina Bejos, SCN •
Megan Hodge • Rachel Mendoza-Newton • Mary
Margaret Mulvihil • Steve Rose • Ben Ruiz • Liz
Wendeln, SCN • Michelle Grgurich, SCN, Director
of Congregational Ministries

Current Volunteers at Doors To Hope
• John Riley • Sister Eva Marie Kowalski, SCN
• Maria Alice Stewart • Karen Udoh • Sister Betty
MacDougall, SCN • Virginia Gish • Sister Rose
Mary Maguire, SCN • Don Tatum • Barbara Peggs
• Jennifer Peggs • Amy Bartley • Sister Ruth Ann
Humphrey, SCN • Megan D’ambrosi • Sister Kitty
Wilson, SCN • Derrick Washington • Mary Helline
• Sister Brendan Conlon, OSU • Ken Parsons
• David Hulefeld • Cecile Chandler • John Norton
• Sister Carol Kaucic, SCN • Lisa Cox • Maxwell
Mason • Deborah Amerman • Tyler Mercer
• Janice Watts • Bill Moss • Sister Betty Vannucci,
SCN • Maria Ortiz • Joseph Hock • Raven Byars
• Labrea Mohammed • Catherine Wilson
• Ashley Sink • Habsa Dia • Jeremy Rone

www.doorstohope.com

Sister Louellyn Russell, SCN we will
remember you! Sister Lou as she was
affectionately called went home to God
on August 12, 2015. Though Sister Lou
was retired and 83 years young she
came to Doors to Hope weekly to tutor
a little nine year old girl. Sister Lou was a

great teacher, after all, she had 21 years
of experience as an elementary teacher
serving in Tennessee, Ohio and Kentucky.
Sister Lou also had worked as a physical
therapist at Maria Hall and Nazareth
home for 22 years. In later years, Sister
served in the Chaplaincy Department at
Nazareth Home/Maria Hall and also volunteered at Candy for Caring. Sister Lou
will especially, be remember for her gentle caring and, her warm and embracing
smile. Her smile would warm your heart!
We will certainly miss her smile here at
Doors to Hope but we will remember
Sister Lou.

From the View
of a Thirteen Year Old
Adapted from an article written by Dana
Hinton

Thirteen-year-old Maria often comes
to Doors to Hope with her mother and
receives help with her school work. While
Maria gets help with her schoolwork her
mom, Veronica, learns English. Maria
spends her time at Doors to Hope studying math, reading, and writing book reports. She enjoys writing and is right now
writing and illustrating her own book with
the help of the volunteers and staff, many
of whom are SCNs or Associates. Maria’s
book tells a story of friendship and growing up. Her story focuses on two girls, lifelong friends, and the emotions they feel
as one girl has to move away.
Through computer software and ESL
volunteers, Maria’s mother Veronica is
improving her English. Maria would like

to improve her Spanish/English translations. “I translate word for word and that’s
difficult.” Before coming to Doors to Hope,
Maria was having some trouble with her
middle-school math but with help from
Doors to Hope, she said her math grades
have improved.
“I like the math station. You have your
own math book and work from that. They
put me on the computer and with a tutor to
improve my math. I like the tutoring.”
Like most eight graders, Maria, hasn’t
made up her mind on a future career. “I’d
like to be involved with the police maybe, or
medicine, maybe a doctor,” she says. Wherever her journey leads, Maria shares she is
getting a boost from her participation at
Doors to Hope. It is definitely helping her,
she adds, “I plan to keep coming.”
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TALENTS SHARED

Adapted from the writings of Marie Elena Ottman
By Sister Rebecca Miles, SCN

This summer Doors to Hope students
had a wonderful opportunity to experience the gifts and talents of Marie Elena
Ottman, a graduate intern from the University of Louisville. Marie Elena, who
speaks fluently in both English and Spanish worked with the children in writing
and illustrating their very own bilingual
book. Marie Elena used her skills as a
professional artist and as a Latin mother who knows first-hand the benefits of
bilingualism to conceive this project to
encourage the children to embrace both
languages and have fun while doing so.
As Marie Elena stated, “This was my way
of feeding the children their vegetables
without them even knowing they were
eating them”. Being bicultural and bilingual is a plus, not a negative. This was the
heart of Marie Elena’s bilingual book project. It was to shine a light on the privileges and the importance of bilingualism.
There have been many statistical studies
that confirm that raising a child in a bilingual setting has many advantages. For
example, in the book The Bilingual Edge
it states that bilinguals are apt to be more
creative and better at problem solving
than monolinguals.
Not only did Marie Elena work with the
children but she also conducted three
workshops for the Women’s Group. The
first workshop included the creation of
handmade soap using materials found at
local craft stores, big box stores and online. The soap making process was a simple one as it is similar to cooking. There
was a sense of community during this

workshop as each one took a turn melting their desired soap and adding their
choice of oil scents. One does not need
a lot of space and the only equipment
needed for this process was a microwave.
The materials were inexpensive and the
creative process provided an outlet for
some of the stay at home mothers who
are feeling isolated because they are new
to the country and do not speak the language. The soap-making process may
also inspire them to make creations for
gift giving or for extra income.
The second workshop was a follow-up
to the handmade soap. This workshop
was geared more on the use of the computer as a way of learning new crafts and
expanding on what they already learned
with the handmade soap. Marie Elena
provided them with several business
cards of local artisans that create homemade soaps and had them look at those
websites as well as other websites and
showed them how to find videos that
offer demonstrations in the multitude
of ways that soap can be crafted. Most
videos could be found in Spanish and
English and could be used to help when
trying to locate various products that are
in English and assist in the translation of
those ingredients.
The third workshop was creating homemade laundry detergent. This workshop
was geared as a way to think outside the
box and find ways in which they may
economize in their homes by finding recipes and getting ideas online. Many of the
recipes are old recipes handed down from
generation to generation. With a little el-

bow grease one can create laundry detergent that will last up to a year for as little
as $15.00. When one is on a budget it is
always nice to find an alternative product
that is both inexpensive and functional.
As the summer drew to a close, the children finished the books and gave presen-

tations about their books at the Iroquois
Library and a special presentation to their
parents.
We are all grateful to Marie Elena for
choosing to do her internship here at
Doors to Hope and for sharing her time
and talents.
Most of this article was adapted from
Marie Elena’s final report to her Professor
at the University of Louisville.

Hope is the song that perches in the soul
and sings a song that never stops at all.

Emily Dickerson
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Internship
Tyler Mercer
I am a fifth-year senior at the University of Louisville
studying Latin American and Latino studies. I am
very interested in languages and how people acquire languages and intend on continuing my studies in language acquisition and linguistics. Doors
to Hope has strengthened my aspirations to teach
English and to continue my studies in languages
and linguistics. In the future, I am purely excited to
take everything I learn through my experience here
to apply it to my future career and my Ph.D.

Volunteer Opportunities

2914 South Third Street
Louisville, KY 40208
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Doors to Hope is a ministry of the Sisters of Charity of Nazareth,
Ky. and created to help break the cycle of poverty and
violence through education. As a 501(c)3 charitable, nonprofit
organization donations are tax exempt.

Come share your skills and talents. Help others learn! Contact us
today to see how you can be involved at Doors to Hope.
lorena@doorstohope.com • (502)384-4673

